1. You will receive a notification “Update security settings”.

2. You will see this screen > select “OK”.
3. You will be prompted to select your preferred Screen unlock setting. Pin, password or fingerprint are all acceptable. Please make a choice based on your preference.

4. Follow the prompts based on your preferred setting.
5. Select notification preference and click “done”

Select whether to show or hide sensitive notification content on the lock screen.

- Show content
- Hide content
- Do not show notifications

DONE

6. You will receive the encryption notice below. Click “encrypt phone” and confirm. Do not check the “fast encryption” option.

Encrypting your phone will secure your accounts, settings, apps, app data, photos, videos, and other files.

Encrypting your phone may take more than an hour. Interrupting this process may cause data loss, so make sure you have time for it to finish before you start.

Confirm encryption

Encrypting your phone cannot be reversed and data will be lost if the process is interrupted. Encryption could take an hour or more, during which your phone will restart several times and you will not be able to use it.

Encrypt phone

Fast encryption: If you select this option, only used memory space will be encrypted.